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Presentation – short summary of my background

LTU, 1991 – 2001:
1991 – 1995: M.Sc. in CS & EE,
1996 – 2001: Lic.Eng. & Ph.D. in Signal Processing for Communications
Research Topics (broadband access):
Wireless – OFDM channel estimation, CDMA multiuser detection.
Wireline – DMT & duplexing for VDSL, interference cancellation, etc.
Research in close cooperation with Telia Research and Stanford University.

VDSL broadband access technology developed in Luleå became
international standard and is now finally being deployed worldwide !

– It is likely the “made in Luleå & Norrbotten Technology” with
the largest impact on the society ever !

One of many recent deployment announcements, 2011-04-06:
“Telia uppgraderar bredbandsnätet i Sverige – 500 miljoner kronor
ger 450 000 svenskar snabbare bredband [VDSL2]”

VDSL2 enables HDTV. Similar deployments in most other developed
countries. In Sweden also by Telenor & Bredbandsbolaget.
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Presentation – short summary of my background

Wien, Österreich, 2002 – 2009:
Senior Researcher at Telecommunications Research Center Vienna
(FTW). Wireline broadband access (xDSL) – research projects with
industry partners Alcatel-Lucent (large DSL system manufacturer),
Infineon Technologies (DSL chip manufacturer) and
Telekom Austria (incumbent telecom operator).

Lecturer at the Vienna University of Technology.

LTU again since 2010 (this talk):
Switched focus to initiate new research in wireless communications
area. Implementation and demonstration of new technology on
Software Defined Radio platforms.



LTU boldly claims: “World Class Research & Education”
– What does it actually mean ?! – Which world class research ?!

The best “world class research” in the now 40 year long LTU-history,
is the most recognized, most often cited results, and most used
technology (if you ask me)! These results are – drum, drum, drum ...

#1 van de Beek, J.J.; Sandell, M.; Börjesson, P.O.;
“ML Estimation of Time and Frequency Offset in OFDM Systems”
IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing, vol.45, no.7, Jul. 1997.

#2 Edfors O, Sandell M, van de Beek J.J., Wilson S.K., Börjesson P.O.;
“OFDM Channel Estimation by Singular Value Decomposition”
IEEE Transactions on Communications, vol.46, no.7, Jul. 1998.

These results are widely recognized internationally (unfortunately not so
at LTU) and are used by many modern wireless communication systems
such as WiFi (IEEE 802.11), 3G & 4G mobile systems (WiMax, LTE),
and broadcast terrestrial television (DVB-T/T2) and digital radio (DAB).

– Sadly, since then this fundamental and useful type of research in
wireless communications has never been given neither the credit nor
support it deserves from LTU.
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What is Software Defined Radio (SDR) ?

I SDR transforms radio hardware problems to software problems
I SDR is a technology under development, where the goal is to

have software and algorithms “as close” the antenna as possible
I Generally speaking:

The software, instead of the hardware, defines the transmitted
waveforms and demodulates the received waveforms.

Main principle of SDR:

Your

Code

Here!

ADC/
DAC

Analog
frontend



Traditional hardware based radio (HDR)
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DEFINED
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− Complicerad special hardware – expensive to develop
− Very limited flexibility – static construction
− Total reconstruction often necessary in order to add or change

functionality – new hardware chip (ASIC) necessary!
− High analog complexity & High sensitivity of RF interference
− Analog power, size, and weight scales with the number of

channels – expensive!



New broadband software defined radio (SDR)
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+ Generic hardware – “commercial-off-the-shelf” (COTS)
+ Unlimited flexibility and completely programmable !
+ Highly reusable software code for new and reconfigured radio

systems
+ Low analog complexity & Less sensitive for RF interference
+ Analog power, size and weight is constant and independent of

number of channels
+ With time lower power, less size and weight



SDR characteristics

1. Flexibility! Flexibility!! FLEXIBILITY!!!
2. Reconfigurable & Adaptable:

Reconfigurable and/or specially designed radio solutions which
is impractical (impossible) with traditional HDR technology

3. Recyclable:
Algorithms can easily be recycled and integrated in different
configurations for new radio-applications which speed up new
implementations

4. Bridge between theory & practice:
– new algorithms & systems can much more easily be tested and
evaluated in real radio systems rather than with simulations only.
– very usable as an experiment platform!

I Reconfigurable radio with SDR is therefore gradually replacing
traditional HDR in many wireless systems (like LTE)

I Flexibility also very important in cross-layer design like
multimedia transceivers operating over channels with different QoS
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Radically changing “rules of the game” with SDR technology

New wireless market landscape evolves:
I HDR → SDR technology shift resembles the “PC-revolution”

in the ’80s !
I Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware:

Generic mass produced SDR-hardware – much like todays
inexpensive PC computers and components

I Functionality of radio completely described in software
I No massive investments are required for SDR development

compared to HDR development since special purpose & high
performance chip-development, ASIC’s, is prohibitively expensive!

I With time wireless market therefore no longer reserved for
giants like Ericsson, Huawei, Alcatel-Lucent, etc. and large
operators like Telia, 3 and Telenor

I Telecom operators dominance can be broken – cheaper
network alternatives with ad-hoc/selfinstalled/“RadioSphere”



Radically changing “rules of the game” with SDR technology

New wireless market landscape evolves:
I Time-to-market can be heavily reduced
I Small and medium sized enterprises (SME) get completely new

and better possibilities to compete internationally with
home-grown SDR development

I Radio Apps – “garage developers” of wireless access &
networks (unthinkable before), sell or share

I Those with the best ideas, algorithms, and smartest
composition of those will be the most competitive

I Strict dependence of static and specific radio standards can be
broken – supplement but not always a requirement!

I Yesterdays static HDR equipment & standards risk to be the
“radio-dinosaurs” of tomorrow (i.e., extinct – like different
special purpose computers became when the flexible PC’s
appeared and took over!)



SDR - Some applications and new technologies
Extended “traditional” wireless applications, e.g.:

I Global mobile standards: 2G (GSM), 3G (WCDMA), 4G-LTE
(OFDM), ...

I Other wireless standards: WiMAX, WLAN, WiFi, Bluetooth,
DVB, DAB, ...

I Radio Access Networks (RAN) multistandard basestations
I Multistandard mobiles + e.g. software GPS, FM-radio etc.

(e.g. Altair Semiconductors)
I M2M - machine to machine communikations (> H2H!)
I Dependable Healthcare Comm

New technologies which also exploit the flexibility in SDR:
I Reconfigurable Radio Systems (RRS) & Flexible Radio
I Cognitive Radio (CR) & Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA)
I Decentralized, dynamic and dependable radio systems
I Non standardized ad-hoc systems
I Over-the-air (OTA) Radio – share the radio functionality

(software) through the air !
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SDR - Some applications and new technologies
New technologies which also exploit the flexibility in SDR

I Software Communications Architecture (SCA)
SDR open architecture framework for hardware & software
“SCA standardizes the deployment, management, interconnection, and
enables programmable radios to load waveforms, run applications and be
networked into an integrated system”

I Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS)
Next generation speach-and-data radio for the US military
– completely based on SDR and using the SCA



SDR - Some applications and new technologies
Example: Frequency usage of state-of-the art WLAN systems:

2.4 GHz band 5 GHz band

WLAN: IEEE 802.11 frequency usage

Unused Radio Spectrum Unused Radio Spectrum

Lower frequencies:
Better range & penetration
less bandwidth

Higher frequencies:
Worse range & penetration
more bandwidth

DC 1 GHz

The “office product” IEEE 802.11 will soon also be used in large scale
(2000 access points!) by LKAB in all their underground mines. LKAB,
however, have full access to all frequencies underground...!!

Available spectrum with SDR (can be used with any access method):

2.4 GHz band 5 GHz band

SDR frequencies

Available Radio Spectrum Available Radio Spectrum

Lower frequencies:
Better range & penetration
less bandwidth

Higher frequencies:
Worse range & penetration
more bandwidth

DC 1 GHz
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GNU-Radio – An Open Source SDR experiment platform

I Open Source of both software and hardware
I GNU-Radio software based on Python och C++
I Baseband radio signal processing is performed in the host

computer for both transmission and reception
I Relatively cheap SDR hardware available from Ettus Research
I GNU-Radio SDR hardware based on:

1. Motherboard with ADC+DAC, FPGA, radio-to-computer
interface (USB or Gigabit Ethernet)

2. Daughterboards with RF front-ends for covering frequencies
from DC up to 5.9 GHz !

I Embedded stand-alone GNU-Radio hardware now also available



The Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP)

I Original open source GNU-Radio hardware from
Ettus Research – motherboard for 700 USD

I Rx: Four 12-bit ADC 64M samples/sec – 2 channels I & Q
I Tx: Four 14-bit DAC 128M samples/sec – 2 channels I & Q
I 32 MB/sec over USB2 to host computer (bottleneck!)



Examples of GNU-Radio SDR experiments performed
I Reconfigurable digital video broadcast (DVB) with H.264

(MPEG4) software encoded real-time video stream and radio
transmission and reception (using, e.g., GMSK modulation
with 2 Mbit/s). Implemented in GNU-Radio with the USRP.

I FM radio transmission and reception in different frequency
bands, e.g. around 100 MHz or 2.4 GHz.

I Telemetry transmission at Robot Försökplats Nord (RFN),
Försvarets Materielverk (FMV) in Vidsel:

– Successful real-time SDR transmission & reception of RFN’s
recorded telemetry signal in e.g. the 2.4 GHz band. Telemetry
baseband signal to/from SD-Radios via coax-wire.
SDR delivered telemetry signal successfully “locked on target”!



Examples of GNU-Radio SDR experiments performed

I Dual-band OFDM transmission (2 different channels) with,
e.g., QPSK & QAM modulation in the different OFDM bands

I Know your channel – the key for successful
communications!
Channel impulse-response measurements using direct-sequence
spread spectrum techniques (ongoing cooperation with Neava).
Measure and study radio channel characteristics, like
multi-path propagation and fading, in different environments
and frequency bands, etc.

Interest at LKAB for channel measurements in their mines.
Can be used as a tool to find the root-causes of
communication failures with standardized systems such as
WLAN (IEEE 802.11), etc.



General Radio Resource Allocation Problem

Originating from the limited wireless spectrum:

Dynamically allocate radio resources among the users (in the
time, frequency, power and space dimensions) – preferably
autonomously and distributively – in order to obtain reliable
and efficient wireless communication in all kinds of
environments.



General Radio Resource Allocation Problem

Power

Time

Frequency

Fundamental Radio Resource Dimensions

Radio

Resource

Box

Allocation

Fourth dimension: Space – the location of different users/nodes



Background: General single-user, single-channel case

X +

n

Y
h

channel attenuation

noise

Shannon’s Channel Capacity over a noisy channel (AWGN) [1948]
– the least upper bound (supremum) of the mutual information,
I (X ;Y ), between X and Y :

C , sup
pX (x)

I (X ;Y ) = log2 (1+ SNR) = log2

(
1+

E{|X |2}|h|2

E{|n|2}

)

= log2

1+

rec. signal power︷ ︸︸ ︷
PX |h|2

σ2
n︸︷︷︸

noise variance

 [bits/s/Hz]

Note: C is the maximal achievable rate without any errors
regardless of the technology or communication method used.



General single-user, multi-channel case (e.g. OFDM)
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one time instant
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Power distributed with single-user waterfilling achieves channel
capacity, R = C . Can essentially be obtained with OFDM.



General multi-user case (e.g. multi-user OFDM)
Multi-user interference over one
subchannel, k. Three users:
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Rate for user u over subchannel k :
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Total rate for user u, sum over all
subchannels:

Ru =
K−1∑
k=0

Rk
u

(Used by ADSL & VDSL systems)



General multi-user relay channel case

Multi-user interference over one subchannel. Three users:
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Lessons Learned

I Inefficient communication waste bandwidth (and power)
for ALL users due to higher interference, reduced SNR
and generally lower possible rates

I Do not “HOG” the wireless spectrum
– the common communication resource

I Save the wireless environment – reduce “hogging”, the
wireless waste

I Cooperate among users/nodes (more later)!



Todays wireless networks

I Often inefficient use in multiuser wireless networks
I Too many incompatible standards which can not cooperate

efficiently (no inherent signal access flexibility!)
I Network “hogging” due to selfish & inefficient wireless

node-behaviour leads to collisions and re-transmissions
I Licensed spectrum – blocks out and prevents more efficient

spectrum usage (does not exploit the space dimension!)
I “White spaces” – unused frequencies generally in licensed

spectrum (again related to neglecting the space-dimension!)



Cognitive Radio (CR)
Let the radio nodes (users) continuously collect data and “learn”
from their current radio environment and communications successes
& failures. Spectrum sensing and signal transmission adaption.

Figure taken from the state-of-the-art review report “Flexible and Spectrum Aware Radio Access
through Measurements and Modelling in Cognitive Radio Systems (FARAMIR)”



Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) in CR Networks

Each radio in a CR network dynamically access the spectrum based
on, e.g., current bandwidth need and state of the
radio-environment w.r.t the radio-channel and its interference.

Figure taken from the state-of-the-art review report “Flexible and Spectrum Aware Radio Access
through Measurements and Modelling in Cognitive Radio Systems (FARAMIR)”



Dynamic Spectrum Management (DSM) in CR Networks
Crosslayer optimization.
Physical & Link-Layers active in spectrum sharing & sensing.

Figure taken from the state-of-the-art review report “Flexible and Spectrum Aware Radio Access
through Measurements and Modelling in Cognitive Radio Systems (FARAMIR)”



Cooperative Communications - the way things should be
In wireless networks the efficiency can be greatly enhanced for all
users when the wireless nodes somehow cooperate, rather than
compete, in utilizing the spectrum.



Cooperative Communications - the way things should be
In wireless networks the efficiency can be greatly enhanced for all
users when the wireless nodes somehow cooperate, rather than
compete, in utilizing the spectrum.

One research question is: How to cooperate efficiently ?!



Cooperative Communications - the way things should be
In wireless networks the efficiency can be greatly enhanced for all
users when the wireless nodes somehow cooperate, rather than
compete, in utilizing the spectrum.

Difficult non-trivial problem:
I Time and frequency variant wireless environment (channels)
I Insights from studying the best possible result (the capacity)
I General successful strategies:

– Be polite! – Cooperate! – Do not hog!
I Distributive non-centralized cooperation often necessary
I Joint signal/data processing at one central location generally

infeasible (make sense only at “base-stations”)
I Each node can only “observe” its limited part of the whole

network “reality” (like we do!)
I Control signaling between all users/nodes etc. should be

minimized (often just inefficient since it hogs the network!)



Relevant interdisciplinary research opportunities
A few other examples of relevant research topics:

I Efficient yet low complex algorithms

I Distributed algorithms
I Adaptable modulation & error control coding for dynamic

wireless multiuser networks
I Synchronization and channel estimation in dynamic wireless

multiuser networks – no bits without this!
I Wireless multiuser resource allocation on MAC/PHY layers

(cross layer optimization)
I Spectrum sensing performed in MAC/PHY layers
I High-level software language development, a lá “Timber”,

which enables simpler (Matlab-like!) implementation and
efficient execution of complex wireless algorithms on COTS
processors. Time critical execution handling, parallelism, etc.

I Efficient SDR hardware components & electronics. Antennas,
analog front-ends, wideband & low noise ADC/DAC,
programmable low-power embedded SDR-designs, etc.
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End note

Luleå University of Technology with Div. of “SRT”,
backed up by CDT and Process-IT, has now a unique
opportunity to establish high-quality interdisciplinary
research in the worldwide emerging ICT-area of
Flexible & Cognitive Radio Communications!

Developing this area of research and education is also very
important for society, regional heavy industries and regional
high-tech communications SME’s
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